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Abstract. The content and style of the text constitutes the semantic
context of its words—a property that is important for many downstream
tasks in natural language processing. We demonstrate the advantages of
incorporating domain information for affect analysis, and subsequently
for the prediction of user responses to marketing emails. Emails are a pri-
mary form of marketing communication, and email subject lines are the
only indicators of whether the receiver will open an email especially in
the case of bulk communication. We analyze the performance of affective
features in predicting email opens, on a dataset of 60,000 unique promo-
tion emails from 3 different industries. Our results show that the use of
domain-specific affect words is strongly correlated with email opens and
outperforms words from the standard ANEW lexicon and other state of
the art affective lexica. Implications of this findings can be incorporated
into writing tools to improve the productivity of marketing campaigns.

Key words: affect analysis, email marketing, linear programming, con-
vex optimization

1 Introduction

The email subject line plays a critical role in determining whether the email will
be opened. It is the single point of insight regarding the email content for the
recipient. This study presents a language-based model to predict the open rate
of outbound marketing emails. Our experiments demonstrate the importance of
linguistic features for this task. We also show how using domain-specific lexica,
as against a standard affect lexicon (e.g.ANEW [1]) are able to tailor a generic
predictive model to better predict the open rate for industry-specific emails.
Our experiments highlight the word-usage preferences for different businesses
and show how they vary across industries. Insights from this study can be ap-
plied by content writers to create improved email experiences as well as to better
understand the psycholinguistic preferences of their customers.



The work makes the following contributions:

1. It implements a framework to mine domain-specific affect lexica from
any corpora of long or short texts.

2. It demonstrates the strong univariate relationships of the new lexica
with open rates, which outperform generic affective lexica.

3. It identifies the word preferences that characterize high open rate
for different industries. Words providing insight and signaling cognitive
processing lead to more opens for the Finance industry; on the other hand,
social words yield more opens for the Movies & Television industry.

1.1 Paper Organization

Section 2 presents an overview of prior work in the space of email understanding
and explorations with linguistic features. The method describing the regression
model as well as the construction of domain-specific affect lexica is discussed in
Section 3. An analysis on the linguistics features followed by the experiments
is presented in Section 4. We conclude with a note on further explorations in
Section 5.

2 Related Work

Early studies of users actions on emails were conducted in a relative small scope
on a small set of monitored users [2]. Recent studies have looked at contact
interactions [3], the effect of personalization [4] and the role of text-agnostic
features [5] for predicting email opens; however, no study has attempted to
predict email opens based on the sentiment in the subject line.

Our approach is based on building a custom domain-specific affect lexicon
to model linguistic features for the prediction task. General-purpose affective
lexica are used to detect emotions and sentiment at the word level, in various
natural language tasks [1, 6–8]. However, standard lexica often fail to capture
the domain-specific orientation of the content. Several approaches have adapted
general-purpose lexica for research problems in specific domains [9, ?]. We use an
approach similar to studies which have explored the use of syntactic structure –
such as parsing rules, linguistic patterns [10, 9, 11], and Latent Semantic Analysis
[12],[13],[14] and collocations [15] – to identify domain-specific affect words. This
is the first paper to apply the use of domain-specific lexica for predicting email
open rates, since previous work has mostly focused on opinion mining tasks for
product reviews.

3 Method

The first objective of this study was to extract different linguistic and meta–
features from the labeled corpora, and build three industry-specific predictive
models to predict the open rate for individual emails. The second objective is to
understand the impact of affect words in open rate prediction.



3.1 Data Collection

Data access was provided by Edatasource4, an email inbox monitoring organiza-
tion which tracks over 25 million emails for 90, 000 distinct businesses per day.
The data is categorized into 98 industries. Using their licensed API, we were able
to download the following information for up to 20, 000 promotional emails each,
sent over a one-year period (April 2015 to March 2016) and over fifty businesses
each in Finance, Cosmetics, and Movies & Television:

– Email information: The subject line, contents, send date, time and time
zone, sending email domain, name of the business, and industry category.

– Recipient responses: The number of the promotional emails which were
received in tracked inboxes, percentage proportion of the recipients who read
the email, and a projection of the total number of recipients for the message.

3.2 Domain-sensitive Affect Detection – BATframe

We adapted an optimization-based approach to build domain-specific lexica for
subject lines from three industries. This approach was proposed in [16] and out-
performed the state of the art in the SemEval 2007 Affect Corpus, with a preci-
sion of over 70% as compared to the best performing system at 47%. (Figure 1).
According to this approach the affinity between affect words in the neighborhood

Fig. 1: The BATFrame Framework for Domain-sensitive affect detection [16].

of topic (domain) words is modeled as a optimization function in this approach.
First, the subject lines are tokenized using HappierFunTokenizer5 to produce a
total of 0.9 million tokens. Next, the Topic–affect Tuple Extractor word pairs

4 see http://www.edatasource.com. Edatasource monitors the email inboxes of millions
of email users, after obtaining their consent, and saves email contents and user
responses in a de-identified form for the purposes of marketing research.

5 http://sentiment.christopherpotts.net/



that couple the topic space with standard affect words, using n-grams and de-
pendency rules. Finally, the optimization Framework tunes the domain-specific
Pleasure (Valence), Arousal, and Dominance (P,A,D) scores for the topic word
on the basis of a set of constraints. The mathematical expression is as follows:
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Now the optimization problem is given by Sp = minωPAD, subject to:

1 ≤ Sjp ≤ 9 ; 1 ≤ Sja ≤ 9 ; 1 ≤ Sjd ≤ 9 (2)

where λ1, λ2 are weighting parameters which should be set to the degree that
we trust each source of information, and λ3 can be set to a small non-zero value
such as 0.002. Table 1 illustrates some resulting domain-specific topic words
from the three corpora, that were not present in ANEW in any lemma form,
which demonstrates how domain-specific lexica capture more affective content
as against standard lexica.

Table 1: The top ten highest-weighted domain-specific words in the BATFrame
lexica which are not present in ANEW or in Warriner’s Lexicon.

Corpus New Affect words New N

Finance
app, dividend, anyone, discount,
quantitative, +, data, divergence,
flight, authentication

198

Cosmetics
men, addition, flirtiest, everyone,
off, you, more, 5-star, matte, own

73

Movies & TV
today, prime-time, easy-to-please,
nail-art, one-pot, well, loud, while,
%, front

100

4 Experiments

The purpose of this evaluation is to test whether domain-specific lexica con-
tributes to predicting email opens. We posit that by producing new features
along the three dimensions of Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance, the BAT lexi-
con will improve on the performance over standard lexica to predict email opens.



We conducted univariate regression analysis to predict the open rate of emails
using (i) meta-features and POS tags and (ii) the three dimensions of affect
from ANEW [1], the Warriner’s lexicon [6], and the BAT lexica. In order to
do so, we generated features representing different kinds of meta-information
(subject line length and word count), the percentage use of punctuations and
symbols, and part-of-speech tags in each subject line using the TweetNLP tag-
ger, which is trained on social media text [17]. Figure 2 depicts the 1-to-3 grams

Table 2: Standardized regression coefficients (βs) between different features of
subject lines, and email opens. Subject lines containing the positively correlated
features below are significantly more likely to be opened. All correlations are
significant at p<.01, two tailed t-test.

Finance Cosmetics Movies & Television

Feature Set R∗∗ Feature Set R∗∗ Feature Set R∗∗

Meta-features & Parts of Speech

Word Count -.11 Brackets .17 Possessive Pronoun .20
Verb -.10 Proper Noun .09 Verb, third person singular .16
Currency -.08 Present Tense -.08 Numbers -.12
All Punctuations -.11 Quantity -.05 : -.14

ANEW

Arousal .06 Arousal -.06 Arousal .05
Valence -.05 Valence -.10 Valence .04
Dominance -.10 Dominance -.09 Dominance -.06

Warriner’s Lexicon (Extended ANEW)

Arousal .10 Arousal .05 Arousal .03
Valence .09 Valence - Valence .07
Dominance .12 Dominance .04 Dominance .08

BATFrame

Arousal .11 Arousal -.14 Arousal .10
Valence .10 Valence -.14 Valence .09
Dominance .09 Dominance -.15 Dominance .11

positively and negatively correlated with open rate. All the correlations were
Bonferroni-corrected, and are significant at p < 0.01. The size of the word re-
flects its correlation with open rate, while the shade reflects its frequency in the
dataset. In Cosmetics, words such as ‘registration’ and ‘member’ and phrases
such as ‘welcome to’ led to more opens; on the other hand, phrases mention-
ing ‘notifications’ and discounts (‘%’) were negatively correlated with opens. In
Movies & Television, subject lines with ‘you’ and phrases such as ‘is now’ were
more likely to be opened, and subject lines mentioning news coverage (‘breaking
news’) were less likely to be opened.

Table 2 illustrates the text features among ANEW features, Warriner’s (ex-
tended ANEW) features, BAT lexica features, meta-features and parts of speech,



which were most highly correlated with Open Rates for the three industries. The
effect sizes for individual features ranged from −0.18 to 0.23 across the indus-
tries.

The table enable us to compare the characteristics of subject lines across var-
ious industries. We observe that for different industries, different words, phrases,
and topics are more likely to yield higher open rates:

– Meta-features and POS Short and crisp subject lines devoid of punctua-
tion are evidently preferred in the Finance industry, and are more likely to
be opened; on the other hand, proper nouns perform well in Cosmetics, and
possessive pronouns do well in Movies & Television.

– ANEW, Warriner’s Lexicon and BATFrame: BATFrame outperforms
ANEW and also Warriner’s Lexicon in all three corpora. ANEW has the
poorest performance with the weakest coeffiecients. Warriner’s lexicon is
comparable to BATFrame in the Finance corpora.

– BATFrame features: These features highlight that while Valence and
Arousal features have similar importance across industries, the importance
of Dominance terms is varies.

We also trained three multivariate linear regression models to predict email open
rates on a held out test set. The feature set comprised standard tf-idf features
[18] calculated from the n-gram distributions complemented with one of the three
affective lexica. Because of the large effect size and number of features available
from words, there was no significant difference in the effect sizes from either
the ANEW, the Warriner’s, or the BAT lexica, and all three models yielded an
average Mean Absolute Error of 0.07 across the three corpora.

4.1 Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 3 shows that the domain–specific BAT lexica offer more consistent cover-
age in corpora from all three industries, after excluding stop words. Coverage can
be interpreted as how representative any lexicon is of the overall vocabulary of
the test set. The BAT lexica achieves around 85% coverage of the vocabulary cor-
pus as against the 10% coverage by ANEW. BAT–Finance lexica outperforms
Warriner’s Lexicon (approx 13k tokens) as well which is 14 times the size of
the BAT–Finance (975 tokens). Note that the BAT lexica (BAT–cosmetic:419,
BAT–TV:848) are significantly smaller in size as compared the standard lex-
ica (ANEW:1034).

The results highlight the importance of a domain-dependent lexicon for
the accurate affect analysis of short texts. This supports our argument that
a domain-specific lexicon would be more representative of text than a general-
purpose lexicon.

5 Conclusion

Our study demonstrates that domain-specific affect lexica can improve sentiment
and affect detection in different applications and for several predictive problems.
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Fig. 2: The word cloud shows the ngrams that are significantly correlated with
the open rate in the Cosmetics (a,b) and Movies & Television (c,d) industry. The
word clouds in blue and red represent the positively and negatively correlated
words respectively. The size of the ngram is proportional to its correlation with
the open rate. The shade of the color signifies the frequency of occurrence; darker
shades imply higher frequency as compared to lighter shades.

industry full anew affnorms nrc BAT industry full anew affnorms nrc BAT
ind3 13064 367 2851 4226 ind3 919206 95412 766332 632854 779967
ind24 6338 291 1920 2913 419 ind24 158430 22809 118911 120498 99819
ind537 16628 4525 4525 6699 ind537 235163 37734 166548 182787 101160

ANEW Warriner's BATFrame
Finance 2.81% 21.82% 32.35% Finance 10.38% 83.37% 84.85%
Cosmetics 4.59% 30.29% 45.96% 6.61% Cosmetics 14.40% 75.06% 63.01%
Movies & T 27.21% 27.21% 40.29% Movies 16.05% 70.82% 43.02%

Finance 0.028092 0.323484
Cosmetics 0.045914 0.066109 0.459609
Movies & T 0.272131 0.402875
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Fig. 3: Coverage Statistics on the Finance, Cosmetics and Movies & Television
corpora. This figure shows that domain-specific lexica generated from BAT a
significant amount of total vocabulary of a corpus, which is comparable to the
Warriner’s lexicon, and four times as much as ANEW.



We establish the importance of affect-based linguistic features for email analytics
on a real-world dataset and further contrast the language preferences across
data three industries: Finance, Cosmetics, and Movies & TV. We are currently
extending this work towards generating suggestions for improved email opens.
Our results also suggest that such approaches could be useful for word sense
disambiguation.
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